SA 006

The Use of Mobile Phones and Handheld Data Devices
A Safety Advisory has been
published by the United States
Coast Guard (USCG) regarding
the use of mobile phones, smart
phones and handheld text and
email messaging devices. It was
issued as a result of National
Transportation Safety Board
investigations into two collisions
involving USCG small craft. The
investigators found that mobile
phones used to place calls or
send text messages while
underway were factors in both
incidents.
The USCG Safety Advisory
reiterates much of the advice
issued by the United Kingdom
Maritime and Coastguard
Agency in Marine Guidance
Note (MGN) 299 ‘Interference
with Safe Navigation through
Inappropriate use of Mobile
Phones’ which highlights the
risk of mobile phones distracting
those tasked with the safe
navigation of the vessel.
Although published over 5 years
ago, the advice is particularly
relevant today now that it is
common for seafarers to bring
mobile phones with them when
they join a ship.
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